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Free speech may be your right, but unless you fight for it, you&apos;ll lose it. That is the message of
Free Speech Isn&apos;t Free, which chronicles how organizing a lecture tour for masculine men
inserted Roosh Valizadeh into an unexpected free speech fight spanning several continents, putting
both him and his family in danger from the globalist establishment and their mob of deranged social
justice warriors.Â After becoming activated by mass-scale media distortions and mayoral
denouncements, the SJW mob in Canada rose up against Roosh and his followers to halt his tour.
Roosh refused to cancel and set out to hold the lectures in secret. He shares how he fought back
against the mob while trying to come to terms with the globalist agenda that they&apos;re controlled
by. The well-informed men he met throughout the tour were critical in sharing hidden knowledge that
put the agenda&apos;s puzzle pieces into place.Â Even after the lecture, when Roosh tried to
conduct happy hour meetings for his followers, a bigger worldwide outrage befell him, leading to the
doxing of his family and threats to burn their house to the ground. Free Speech Isn&apos;t Free
shares that story for the first time in a special epilogue, and what was going through the mind of a
man who was the number one target for a 1984-inspired "two minutes of hate" that took place
worldwide.Â How far will you go if the establishment attacks you for what you believe in? Are you
ready to defend yourself if they come after your reputation, your job, and your family? Free Speech
Isn&apos;t Free shows what one man did when powerful groups tried to silence him, along with
everything he learned during the most momentous months of his life that will help others be able to
identify and defend against attacks within their own lives.Â Bonuses included are the transcript of
the "dangerous" speech that started it all, The State Of Man, and an important new article explaining
how to keep yourself safe from social justice attacks.
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: ALL OF THE 1 STAR REVIEWS FOR THIS BOOK WERE NOT LEFT
BY PEOPLE WHO READ THE BOOK, BUT BY ANONYMOUS USERS WHO ARE TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF THE FACT THAT LETS YOU REVIEW ANYTHING WITHOUT PROOF OF
PURCHASE. THOSE REVIEWERS ARE POLITICALLY-MOTIVATED SABOTEURS, NOT
IMPARTIAL CRITICS OF ROOSH'S WORK. IF YOU ARE 'ON THE FENCE' ABOUT
PURCHASING THIS BOOK, DO NOT PAY EVEN THE SLIGHTEST ATTENTION TO THOSE
REVIEWS, THOSE PEOPLE *DID NOT* PURCHASE OR READ THE BOOK AND HENCE THEY
ARE NOT EVEN REAL REVIEWS.With that out of the way, Here are my impressions.>>> In case
somebody totally new to Roosh's writing is here, I'll include a word on the topic:Free Speech Isn't
Free is Roosh's play by play description of the Canadian media firestorm surrounding his speech
there in August of 2015.Roosh had been planning on holding a speech for men in Canada, similar
to ones he'd held in Berlin, New York and D.C. Much to Roosh's surprise, his arrival in Canada was
met with calls for him to be banned from the country, boycotted, and even criminally prosecuted.The
book (up to the point that I've read) is a play-by-play of what happened, including an overview of the
events that you may have already read about, as well as some 'behind the scenes stuff' that you've
likely never heard. Again I have to stress: I'm only about a third of the way through the book. I
expect Roosh to cover a lot of ground I haven't yet mentioned as I'm already nearing the
Chronological end of the story. According to the table of contents, there will be extensive
appendices on subjects such as "how to survive an SJW attack" and "What is Neomasculinity?

Reading history, one observes that big societal changes often seem to happen overnight. The
French Revolution, the fall of communism, the victory of the Morlocks over the Eloi, and so on.Yet
each of these "sudden" changes only emerged after a lengthy period of unsustainable injustice. If
you happen to be living through one of these periods, it may seem the current state of the world
might never change. And then one day a baffled Â¡Jeb! Bush wakes up from yet another nap to find
he's been replaced by #Trump2016.We're living through one of these periods when it comes to the
confluence of technology and free speech. For over 40 years, Western governments and
mainstream media have united to label anything opposed to the globalist narrative as hate speech.
But we may finally be at a tipping point. A relatively small number of free speech advocates are the
vanguard of an army who are disgusted with the elitist agenda's lies.Roosh V is one of the original

big three underground game & masculinity writers from over a decade ago. His book details what it
is like right now for an independent, unaffiliated citizen to openly challenge the globalist narrative.
The story is well-written and interesting for its own sake. But its real value lies in shining a light on
how the issues he battles are affecting us all.Free Speech Isn't Free shows just how easily Big
Brother can attack you for speaking against The Narrative. The most powerful men in the world, let
alone an average citizen, can be brought low by a timely false rape accusation. You can lose your
income for noticing the wrong HateFacts about crime or women or immigration.
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